
First Ever No-Code Platform Lowers Barriers to Automated 
Biological Experimentation and Insight Sharing 

LONDON--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Synthace, a leading life sciences software company, today 

announced the first life sciences R&D cloud that includes a no-code software platform addressing 

the largest barriers to innovation that R&D life scientists currently face. With the release of this 

new platform, Synthace is also the first vendor to enable scientists to automate experimentation 

and insight sharing in a unified, global R&D environment. Scientists can now focus on asking 

the most impactful questions and unlock the true potential of biology. 

To solve humanity's hardest problems, such as delivering breakthrough therapies or alternative 

food sources, the life sciences industry is undertremendous pressure to simultaneously overcome 

biology's complexity, accelerate speed to scientific insight, and ensure the reproducibility of 

experiments. Synthace alleviates these challenges by empowering scientists to improve and 

accelerate decision-making with more statistically powerful, automated experiments that can 

minimize human error. Furthermore, Synthace's cloud platform leverages intelligent, dynamic 

automation to produce the highest quality data sets that are primed for machine learning (ML) 

and other advanced analyses to lead to better insights. With Synthace, the life sciences can 

now benefit from a quantum leap in experimentation capabilities, accelerating development 

timelines that would have previously been impossible. 

Customers Accelerate R&D with Synthace 

Ipsen has been using Synthace to automate the design and construction of therapeutic 

candidates. With Synthace, Ipsen produced approximately 90 constructs five times faster than 

previous methods, substantially increasing the number of molecules entering the screening 

cascade. The platform also achieved a 10-fold reduction in costs associated with DNA synthesis. 

Karen Bunting, Director of Protein Sciences at Ipsen commented, "Synthace sits very well at 

the beginning of our drug discovery process. It allows us to explore larger drug design space 

by simplifying planning and production of multiple molecule variants with combinatorial 

construct assembly. These throughput improvements help us deliver well-tolerated and effective 

therapeutic solutions more rapidly to our patients:' 
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